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Quantum effects are investigated in second-order phase transitions at low temperatures. The tem
perature dependence of the gap in the spectrum of the critical optical phononR is calculated in first 
approximation of perturbation theory and in the "parquet" approximation. The results are compared 
with the experimental data for SnTe and KTa03 • The transition at T = 0 is also investigated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE purpose of the present paper is to evaluate the 
influence of quantum effects on the properties of a 
crystal near a second-order phase transition point. As 
is well known, the Landau phenomenological theory of 
phase transitions does not take into account fluctuations 
in the ordering parameter, which lead to deviations from 
this theory. Fluctuations with arbitrarily small k, which 
can be regarded as classical, grow at the transition 
point. Therefore in the immediate vicinity of the tran
sition line there is a region of strong classical fluctua
tions, which so far could not be fully investigated theo
retically. All that could be done was to construct a 
special type of similarity theory for this region. c1- 31 

On the other hand, if the temperature of the phase 
transition is sufficiently low compared with the charac
teristic energies of the problem, then besides the 
"classical similarity region" there is a sufficiently 
extensive refion where quantum effects play an appre
ciable role. 1 This is the region we shall investigate in 
the present paper. The limiting case of such a situation 
is a second-order transition at the absolute zero of 
temperature, when there are no classical fluctuations 
at all. (Of course, in this case one can speak of transi
tions occurring during the change of pressure, during 
the change of the impurity concentration, etc.). 

We shall show later that the situation in the quantum 
region is much simpler than in the "similarity region," 
and admits of a sufficiently complete investigation. On 
the other hand, the results here are apparently more 
sensitive to the concrete choice of the object and the 
model. This is connected, in final analysis, with the 
need for calculating the Green's functions with wn it T, 
and not only with wn = 0 as in the "similarity region." 

We shall consider in this paper the vicinity of a tran
sition with a low-lying critical branch. In this case at 
the point of second-order phase transition, at some 
value of the wave vector k, the frequency of this branch 
vanishes. Such transitions are well known in ferroelec
trics. Among these we are interested in those reveal
ing a critical branch at low temperatures. We have suf-

I) An important, although untypical, example of such a transition is 
the superconducting transition in a metal. Classical fluctuations are sig
nificant there only in the region !::.T/Tc :$ (Tc/ep)4 [ 4), while quantum 
effects are significant at T :$ T c· 

ficiently detailed information only on two substances of 
this type, SnTec5• 61 and KTa03• [?l The quantum effects 
were considered also in ca,sJ 

2. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE SPEC
TRUM IN THE FIRST ORDERS OF PERTURBATION 
THEORY 

We shall use the Anderson model. c101 At low temper
atures, to describe the crystal it is necessary to take 
into account only the critical low-lying branch and the 
acoustic branches of the vibrational spectrum. We con
fine ourselves to the case of one critical branch. The 
Hamiltonian of such a crystal is 

fl =flo+ flint• 

Here H0 is the harmonic part. Expressed in terms of 
normal coordinates of the critical and acoustic phonons, 
it takes the form Clll (fi = 1) 

- 1 iJ' 1 
H, = --- ~ +-~ [w,"(k)]'6•"6-•", 

2 ~ a6."os-•" 2 ~ 
k,a. ll:,a. 

The index a(s, a) numbers the coordinates of the criti
cal phonons ~~and of the acoustic ones ~~. The polari
zation indices are omitted. 

The term Hint constitutes anharmonic corrections. 
For anharmonicity of third and fourth orders we have 

il,nt = ~ ~ V"•"'"' (k,, k,, k,) 6•,"'6•,"•6•."' 
3Il'N~' 

+ 41~ E v:•"•"•"•(k., k,, k,, k,)6 • ."·6·;··.6·."·6·."·, 

where N is the total number of unit cells in the volume 
of the crystal. The summation is over all <li and over 
all ki satisfying the condition ~ki = 0. We do not take 
Umklapp processes into account here. The nonrenor
malized spectrum of the critical phonons at small val
ues of k can be taken in the simple form21 

[w,'(k)]'='IJ+W. ~>0. · (1) 

We introduce the, second-quantization operators 

2> All the results obtained below can be readily generalized to the 
case of an anisotropic spectrum, and also to the case when the minimum 
isatk=k0 *0: a 

[ "'•' (k) ]1 = 1'J + }' ~~ (kl - klO)'. 
t=I 
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and then 

We shall use for the investigation the method of tem
perature Green's functions: [12J 

5)" (k, 't') =- Sp {e-H/TT, (G~ ('t') G~k (0))}, 

G."(,;)= e'RG."e_'if, 
1/T 

5Ja (k, En)= ~ 5J" (k, 't') eion' d't', En= 2nTn, n = 0, ± 1, ± 2. 
0 

We shall also have to carry out the calculations for 
T = 0. It is then more convenient to use not the tem
poral but the temperature technique in the limit as 
T- 0. As is well known, [12J in this case the sums over 
En are replaced by integrals: 

1 +w 

T .E ---->-2; f dz, Bn-->-Z. 

' -w 

The anharmonicity is regarded as weak and we use 
methods of perturbation theory. In the zeroth approxi
mation we get 

£Do" (k, En) = - i 
en'+ [wo"(k) ]' 

(2) 

The complete Green's function is expressed in terms 
of the self-energy part from the Dyson equation: 

(.®"(k, en; T)-1 = (.®o"(k, En) )- 1 - ~"(k, en; T). (3) 

The square of the gap in the spectrum of the critical 
phonons is expressed in terms of the Green's function 
in the following manner: 

L'!'(T) =- [.®'(0, 0; T)]-1 = 1J + ~'(0, 0; T). (4) 

Let us consider the contributions to ~s(o, 0; T) in the 
first few orders of perturbation theory. The corre
sponding terms are shown graphically in Fig. 1. The 
solid and dashed lines denote respectively the Green's 
functions of the critical and of the acoustic phonons. 
The points at the vertices of the graphs denote the cor
responding anharmonic potentials. Cubic anharmonicity 
makes a contribution in the second order of perturbation 
theory (the diagrams a, b, and c of Fig. 1), while fourth
order anharmonicity contributes in first order (graphs, 
d, e). 

We shall consider crystals in which the principal 
role is played by fourth-order anharmonicity, i.e., the 
main contribution is made by diagrams d and e of Fig. 1, 
and the contributions from diagrams a, b, and c are 
small. Thus, for example, if in the crystal each of the 
atoms is an inversion center, then [13• 14l 

,--,, q 
, I 

' ' I I 

~ 

FIG. 1 

v,"1""'' (k., k,, k,) = v,"'"'"' (- k1, - k,, - k,). 

and since 

it follows that v?10!0!(0, k, - k) = 0, and consequently 
the contributions of diagrams 1a and 1b to the gap are 
equal to zero. The diagram 1c is connected with the 
striction term in Hint corresponding to the interaction 
of two critical phonons and one acoustic phonon. If in 
such crystals the striction is weak, then the cubic an
harmonicity can be neglected. 

The anharmonic potentials of the interaction of four 
critical phonons can be described by one constant 
v~sss(k11 k2, k3, k4) = g0 , and we assume g0 > 0. Only 
in this case are the effects of interest to us at present. 
The interaction potentials of the acoustic and critical 
phonons are proportional to the momenta of the acoustic 
phonons. [HJ For example, 

(5) 

Such a model of a crystal with a low-lying critical 
branch and positive anharmonicity of fourth order, sta
bilizing the lattice, is equivalent to the models consid
ered in the general theory of second-order phase tran
sitions. At the transition point, the Green's function of 
the critical phonons becomes infinite at zero value of 
the momentum and frequency, i.e., 

.®- 1 (0, 0; T,) = 0 (6) 

(The index s for the critical phonons will henceforth be 
omitted), meaning, in accord with (4), the vanishing of 
the frequency of these phonons at k = 0. Equation (6) 
for the transition temperature, using (4), can be written 
in the form 

(7) 

We note immediately that allowance for striction 
causes the transition to become one of first order. [15 l 

However, if the striction is small, then the heat of the 
transition is also small, and the first-order transition 
is close to a second-order one. In this case there ex
ists a sufficiently wide region in which the formulas 
obtained by neglecting striction are valid. 

In the present paper we shall consider the tempera
ture region above the transition point. Deferring a de
tailed investigation of the Green's function to the next 
section, we calculate here the A2(T) dependence accu
rate to terms of first order in the anharmonicity. 

It will be helpful later if we examine separately the 
case in which the second-order transition actually does 
not take place down to the absolute zero of temperature, 
so that the spectrum has a gap, albeit, a small one, at 
T = 0. Equation (7) then has no solutions, but such a 
crystal is close to the phase transition. For example, 
the "zero" gap may vanish on a pressure change, and 
this may be followed by the transition at T = 0 that was 
mentioned in the Introduction. We introduce the quan
tity 

L'lo'=L'l'(T=O) =TJ+~(O,O;O), 

whereupon we have from (4) 

M'(T) = l!.'(T) - 1'!,' = ~ (0,0; T) - ~ (0, 0; 0). 

(8) 

(9) 
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The contribution to oll2 from diagram 1d takes the form 

-~g0vJ~{r ~ !'D(k,en; T)--1-J!'D(k,z;O)dz}, (10) 
2 (2n)' . ~ 2n 

where v = V /N is the volume of the unit cell. Here we 
have gone from summation over k to integration. We 
see further that, accurate to terms of first order in the 
anharmonicity, ~ does not depend on k or En- We there
fore have, with the same degree of accuracy, at small 
values of k 

q)-'(k, en; T) = -(~'(T) +en'+ ~k'). (11) 

Substituting (11) in (10) and carrying out summation and 
integration with respect to En and z, we obtain3 > 

S•( 1 l'~ 2 +x2 1 ~ M 2 = 4g cth -=-~ x'dx. (12) 
0 1~2 +x' 2T 1~o2 +X2 

Here e = v'i3km, where km characterizes the region of 
momentum space where the deviations from the quad
ratic dependence are small: 

g = ago, a= v / 32n'~'1•, 

g « 1 is the dimensionless anharmonicity constant, in 
terms of which the expansion is carried out. 

Expression (12) constitutes an equation for the deter
mination of tl2 • At small values of g, it is possible sim
ply to replace ll2 by ll~ in the right-hand side, so that 
the final answer is 

M'(T)=4gJ• x'dx (cth 1~o2 +x2 1).. (13) 
0 l'~o'+x' 2T 

Were we to determine from (12) the next correction to 
oll2 with respect to g, then it would be of relative order 
g ln(62/m2 ), m =max {ll0, T}, so that formula (13) 
ceases to hold in the vicinity of g ln (62/m2 ) ~ 1. Simi
lar logarithmic corrections also arise in the next or
ders of perturbation theory. The approximation (11) for 
the Green's function does not suffice for a correct cal
culation of these corrections. The corresponding for
mula (50) with allowance for the logarithmic corrections 
is obtained in Sec. 3. Here we confine ourselves to the 
case g ln (62 /m2) « 1. 

In (13) we can separate three characteristic regions 
of temperature behavior of the gap :4 > 

a) e » ll0 » T: 

M' ~ 4VZn giJ.,'(T / ~o)'1•e-•,tr. (14) 

In [9 l, on the basis of microscopic considerations, a 
similar exponential dependence was obtained. However, 
as will be shown below, in this region a large contribu
tion ( ~ T4 ) is made by the diagram 1e, which is con
nected with the interaction with acoustic phonons. 

b) e » T » Jl0 -quadratic region: 

ll~' ~ 8~(2)gT', (15) 

t(2) is the Riemann zeta function. 
c) T » e -the Curie-Weiss region: 

3lWe write out all the formulas for the quadratic dispersion law, a 
procedure valid at sufficiently low temperatures, when the main con
tribution to (10) is made by the region of small k. It is easy to write a 
general formula for an arbitrary type w 0 (k). 

4lit is assumed here that 6.0 <€; e. If t.0 <: El, then the region b) is 
missing. 

M 2 ~ 8gEJ(T- '/,8). (16) 

In this region the critical phonons can be regarded 
classically and the linear Curie-Weiss law is fulfilled. 
We emphasize, however, that formula (16) has only a 
qualitative meaning, for to determine the parameters 
of the linear part it is necessary to take into account 
the nonquadratic character of the spectrum at large k, 
and also the interaction with other branches. 

In the same manner we can calculate the contribu
tion made to oll2 by the diagrams of Fig. 1e. We have 

g,v ·s· ( x ) ll~' =-- cth--1 x'dx. 
8n'c', 2T 

We have used here for the calculations the isotropic 
spectrum of the acoustic phonons at small k: wa(k) 

(17) 

= ck; 6 1 = ckm1, km 1 characterizes the region of lin
earity of the acoustic branch of the spectrum. 

In the region of low temperatures T « 6 1, Eq. (17) 
behaves like 

M' ~ 31;(4) g,v T' 
2n2 c' • 

(18) 

It is therefore smaller than the contribution from (15). 
The smallness of the contribution from the interaction 
with the acoustic phonons is connected with the fact that 
the corresponding anharmonic potentials are small (see 
(5)). A similar situation also obtains in the next orders 
of perturbation theory, so that in the region of low tem
peratures the decisive role is played by the <J.nharmo
nicity connected with the interaction of the critical 
phonons. Only this anharmonicity will be considered 
in what follows. It is necessary, to be sure, to note that 
if the critical branch drops sufficiently low, degeneracy 
of the critical and acoustic oscillations appears in some 
momentum region. Allowance for the interaction be
tween them causes them to become entangled with one 
another (we have in mind·the branches for which there 
are no hindrances imposed by symmetry). However, to 
determine the temperature dependence of the gap these 
effects can probably be disregarded. 

Let us consider now the case of the phase transition. 
Then Eq. (7) has a solution, and from (4) it follows that 

~2 =}; (0, 0; T) -}; (0, 0; T,). (19) 

In the calculation of (19), accurate to terms of first or
der, it is possible to use the approximation (11). Mter 
simple calculations we obtain the following equation 
for ll2 : 

• ( 1 1~2 + x2 1 x ) ~ 2 = 4g Jx' cth - ----,cth-, dx. 
0 1 ~· + x' 2T x 2T, 

Neglecting, as before, the logarithmic corrections, we 
have 

where 

~ 2 = 8g[ T't(;)- Tc't( ;, ) ] , 

' xdx 
/(t)=J--1. e'o 

(20) 

In the region of low temperatures (T, Tc « e), expres
sion (20) takes the form 
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~· = 8g~(2) (T'- T.'). (21) 

A similar formula (51), in which account is taken of the 
logarithmic corrections, is derived in Sec. 3. In the re
·gion T » e, /12 depends linearly on T, and the Curie-2 
Weiss law holds. Formulas (20) and (21) determine li 
accurate to terms - (gT)2 • Formula (21) is the equiva
lent of the Curie-Weiss law at low temperatures. 

If /10 = 0 and Tc = 0, then formulas (13) and (20) co
incide. Moreover, the parameter /i~ in a real crystal 
is determined by the force constants and depends on the 
pressure, impurity concentration, etc. We have already 
noted that when these quantities change, li~ can vanish 
and then become negative. Then the first case goes over 
into the second, and a phase transition arises at a non
zero temperature. At small changes of the pressure, 
the dependence of li~ on Pis of the form5 > 

M = o(Po- P). (22) 

Then, using (7), (13), and (20) we obtain an equation for 
the transition curve (in the P, T plane), accurate to 
terms of third order in g: 

o(P- P,) = 8gT'f(8 / T). (23) 

Let us compare the formulas obtained in the present 
section with the results of [5- 71 • In [5• 71 a neutron-dif
fraction study was made of the critical oscillations in 
SnTe and in KTa03 • The temperature dependence of 
t.2(T), measured in these investigations, deviates from 
the linear Curie-Weiss law at low temperatures. The 
alloy Sn Te has a simple crystal structure of the NaCl 
type and is apparently stable down to T = 0. Using the 
results of [sl, we can estimate the constants that enter 
in our theory. We have /10 Rl 21°K, g Rl 2.1 x 10-2, 

6 - 50°K, ~ - 1 X 10-11 deg2 cm2 • Formula (13) de
scribes satisfactorily the results of the measurement 
of t.2(T), see Fig. 2. Unfortunately, in the temperature 
region of greatest interest to us, only two measure
ments were made in [5\ at T = 6.42°K. More detailed 
measurements of li2(T) at low temperatures would 
make it possible to determine more accurately the 
anharmonic constants. 

It is known also that SnTe forms a continuous series 
of solid solutions in GeTe in a wide range of concentra
tions. According to the measurements of [el, a second
order phase transition takes place in this alloy from 
the cubic structure into a rhombohedral one with de
creasing temperature or with increasing GeTe concen
tration at T = const; the transition temperature de
pends almost linearly on the GeTe concentration. The 
authors of [&l extrapolated their measured linear de
pendence into the region of low temperatures and low 
concentrations of GeTe, and reached the conclusion 
that in pure SnTe there occurs a phase transition near 
T = 0°K; this, however, is in contradiction to the re
sults of [Sl. It is possible that this contradiction is 
connected with the following circumstance: at low tem
peratures, owing to quantum effects, the transition 
curve deviates from the linear relation, so that extrap-

5> Actually the bare gap in the Hamiltonian 11 depends linearly on P. 
It will be shown in Sec. 3, however, that expression (22) is valid if loga
rithmic corrections are neglected. By P we can also mean the concentra
tion of the impurities. We do not specify here concretely a ~ 0. 

olation of the linear section gives a nonexistent transi
tion point for SnTe. Such an assumption is in good qual
itative agreement with formula (23), see Fig. 3. 

InKTa03 the situation is more complicated. Here at 
T R: l0°K there apparently occurs a first-order phase 
transition close to a second-order transition. [7l A cir
cumstance of importance to us here is that li2(T), as 
measured in [71 , reveals no anomalies connected with 
this transition. Its temperature variation above the 
transition is in good agreement with formula (13), see 
Fig. 4. We present estimates for the constants entering 
in formula (13): lio Rl 3l°K, g Rl 8 X 10-2, e - 100°K, 
~- 2.7 x 10-11 deg2 cm2 • We emphasize that the constant 
g for SnTe and KTa03 was estimated only from the non-

t f [5 7] linear low-temperature part of the measuremen s o ' . 

3. THEORY IN THE "PARQUET" APPROXIMATION 

We have already mentioned that the applicability of 
the formulas derived in the preceding section is lim
ited by the condition 

a• 
gln-2 ~1. m 

We now derive formulas free of this limitation. In SnTe 
and KTa03, the constant g is quite small and the loga
rithmic corrections are significant in the unattainable 
vicinity of the phase-transition point and at very low 
temperatures. However, it is possible that substances 
with large values of g also exist. Regardless of this, 
the complete solution of the problem is of considerable 
theoretical interest. As usual, the presence of logarith
mic terms makes it possible to separate principal dia
grams in each order of perturbation theory. These dia
grams form a "parquet". usJ The problem of the second
order phase transition at T = 0 turns out to be formally 
equivalent to the problem of the phase transition in sys
tems with dipole-dipole interaction, solved by Larkin 
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FIG. 2. t.2 (T) plot for SnTe [5]. The dashed curve was calculated 
from formula (13). 

FIG. 3. Transition curve (concentration vs. temperature) for the 
alloy SnTe-GeTe [6 ]. 

FIG. 4. Plot of t.2 (T) for KTa02 [ 7]. 

The dashed curve was calculated from 
formula (13). 
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and Khmel'nitskil at a finite temperature within the 
framework of classical statistics. [171 

A. Let us investigate the Green's function. We begin 
with the case T = 0. From (3} we have 

!l)-'(k, 'I))= -{'I)+ k' + ~ (k, '11)}. 

Here, to simplify the notation, we have introduced the 
four-vector k = { -/ffk, z} (not to be confused with I k 1), 

k'=z' + ~k'. 
If 11 is regarded as a parameter, then the physical sin
gularity corresponding to the transition of first order is 
realized for 11 = Tic as determined from (7) at Tc = 0. 
When we are near such a singularity, it is convenient to 
use as the origin for 11 the point 11 = Tic· This corre
sponds to representation of the Green's function in the 
form 

!l)-'(k,T) =-{t+k'+:E(k,,;) -~(0,0)}, (24) 

where T = 11- Tic> 0. The self-energy partE can be 
expressed in terms of the complete vertexc121 

g, J d'q g, J n1l l:(k)=-2 !l>(q) (2n)•+6 !l>(q,)!l>(qz)"'-'(q,+q,-k) 

d'q,d'q, 
X r(q,, q,, q, + q,- k, k) (2n)" . 

The complete vertex part r is expressed in the form 
of an infinite aggregate of diagrams with increasing 
powers of g, expressed in terms of the complete 
Green's functions, c121 Fig. 5. 

The result is a very complicated, unclosed (since the 
number of diagrams is infinite) integral equation. We 
shall investigate it by the iteration method. As the 
zeroth approximation we choose a Green's function 
in the form 

(25) 

We first separate in (24) that part of E which does not 
depend on k; we have 

!l)-'(k, ,;) = -{~02 ("1") + k' + IT(k, -r)}, (26} 

where 

and summing the required diagrams is called the 
"parquet" problem, usJ since the diagrams for the 
vertex part, which must be taken into account, form a 
parquet. The next-higher corrections to II result from 
allowance for the corrections to the vertex. As will be 
seen below, in the "parquet" approximation, accurate 
to the logarithmic functions, we have r ~ g0• Conse
quently, in our approximation II(k, T) « k2 • 

The complete vertex r in the "parquet" approxima
tion was calculated in many papers. This was done most 
brilliantly, in our opinion, in usJ using a summation 
method proposed by Sudakov. usJ Without dwelling on 
the details of the calculations, we present only an equa
tion for r obtained by summation of the "parquet" dia
grams, and its solution in our case (see Fig. 7): 

I ~ 

ro;. b. v) = g,- 3a J r'(z, x,x)dx- a J r(s. x, x)r(x, x, x)dx 
o I . 

-~a f r(s, x, x)r(~ x, x)dx, 

W>~>~>~>~ ~~ 

We have introduced here the logarithmic variables 

e• s =Ink', 
e• e• e• 

b =In---,, v = ln--z. x =ln--z, 
q p q, 

o~s~s~v~z. 

8' 
l=ln-, 

't 

2g, 
r( s. 'b. ") = --:-:( 1:-+:--::"3g-:-!;:-::) ,,;:;.,, (71 -:-+-::3:-gb-:-),-:--'" 

g,(1 + 3gv) 'I• (30) 
(1 + 3g6)'"(1 +3gb)'" 

We now calculate A~(T). Differentiating (27) with re
spect to T, we get 

a~.·=1+ i.ll:(O,,;) ' 
o't · · i.l,; ., 

We use the Ward identity 

/.l!l)-'(k,'t),=- t- /.l~(k,'t) =fr(k,T), 
o't a1: 

(31) 

1 d'q 
fr(k, ,;) = -1 + zi r(k, q)!l>'(q)(2n)'' (32) 

8 0'(T) =-r+~(O,-r) -l:(O,O), (27) Using (30), we easily obtain 

II(k,-r) =l:(k,-r) -~(0,-r). () fr(Sl)--[ 2 _(1+3gl)'la] 
28 ·- (1+Bg6)''• (1+3gs)''• 

We consider first the expression for II. The first non
zero contribution to II is made by the diagram of Fig. 6. 
As a result of a calculation of this diagram we obtain 

II,= 1/ak'g' In (8' I f.12), 1-1' =max {k', -r}. 

Let us determine the approximation in which we shall 
solve the problem. We include in the consideration T 

so small that g ln (62 /T) ;;::. 1, assuming at the same time 
that g2 ln (62/T) « 1. In this case it is necessary to 
take into account diagrams that yield corrections of the 
type (g ln(62/T))n, and neglect corrections of the type 
gm(g ln (62 /T))n. The resultant problem of separating 

G 
FIG. 5 FIG. 6 

Then, at our accuracy, 

a~.'(T) 1 i.l't= -fr(O,T) = -fr(l, Z) = (1 + 3gZ)-''• 

or with allowance for the boundary condition 

~.'(0) = 0. 

we obtain ultimately 

( e• )-''• ~o1 (T) = T 1 + 3gln:;--' , 

Thus, in the "parquet" approximation the Green's 
function takes the form 

FIG. 7 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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[ ( e'' _,,, ] 
!l)-'(k, -r) =- -r 1 + 3gln-;r + k' . (36} 

B. We consider a second-order phase transition at 
·T = 0 with change of pressure. As noted in Sec. 2, in 
this case8 > 

-r=cr(P,-P) >0. (37} 

An anomalous behavior should be observed in such a 
transition in the susceptibility and in the compressibil
ity. The static susceptibility is expressed in terms of 
the Green's function at k = o:r12• 19 l 7 > 

l(a' = -A..~(O, -r). (38} 

Using (36}-(38), we obtain 

a. [ e• ~ 
l(a,= 1+3gln ] 

a(Po- P) a(Po- P) 
(39} 

Let us calculate the contribution made to the com
pressibility by the critical oscillations. The contribu
tion of the critical phonons to the energy of the crystal 
is 

E ••• = ('¥iHo + H,.,j'¥). 
The averaging here is ovPr the ground state of the in
teracting critical phonons. Esph can be regarded as a 
small correction to the energy of the entire crystal. 
Then, using the theorem that small corrections to all 
the thermodynamic potentials, expressed in terms of 
their variables, are identical, r2oJ we obtain for the con
tribution to the compressibility 

(av 1 aP), •• =a' E •• , (aP'. 

Let us calculate 8Esph /8P: 

a:;·=( ::I HI'¥)+ (w1Ii1 !J) +( w I~: I'¥). 
The sum of the first two terms is equal to zero, r21J and 
then 

fJE,,. cr I: aVf d'q 
--= -- <s•s-•> =- !ll(q)--. 

fJP 2 k 2 (2n)' 
(40} 

We differentiate (40) once more with respect to P and 
use the Ward identity (31} and (32). We have 

fJV) a'V , d'q (ap- ••• =2 f q)·(q):T(q) (2n)' 

Substituting (33} for :r, we obtain after simple manipu
lation 

( av) a'N [ 8' ''• - =-- 1+3gln -1 . 
fJP ... g, ( cr(P,- P) ) ] (41) 

We note once more the similarity of formulas (36}, (39}, 
and ( 41) to the formulas of r17J. 

C. Let us consider the case of nonzero temperatures. 

6lThe dependence of ron the pressure is connected with striction 
effects. We, however, will not stop to discuss this question, deferring it 
to a detailed study of striction effects. 

7lThe contribution made to the Hamiltonian by the interaction of 
the critical oscillations with the electric field E is of the form-y'N~0 sE, 
with Acx(3 = v' 1ScxS(J. and the vectors can be readily expressed in terms of 
the polarization vectors at k = 0, and also the masses and charges of the 
ions of the unit cell ( 19]. 

We shall carry out the investigation in accordance with 
the same scheme as in Item A, but now in the calcula
tion of the diagrams me integrals with respect to Z are 
replaced by sums over wn- The Green's function is 
written in the form (26)-(28), but now k = { .,1{3k, En}, 
k2 = E~ + f3k2, and 6.2(T), ~(k; T}, TI(k; T) depend also on 
the temperature. As before, let us estimate the region 
in which we can neglect n compared with k 2 and use ex
pression (11} for the Green's function. A study of the 
first nonzero correction to n using (11) shows that there 
are two principal contributions to ll 2 (Fig. 6). The first 
has the same form as when T = 0: 

8' 
TI, = '/,k'g'Jn 2 , f.l' =max{k', !l.',T'}. 

f.l 

It is due to integration and summation over the internal 
momenta and frequencies in the region q2 >> J.1. 2 in which 
the summation over wn can be replaced by integration. 
The second principal term is connected with the term in 
which all the frequencies are equal to zero. Calculation 
yields for it the following estimate: 

TI,(k) «:; flk' in the region !1.' ~ "f,n'(gT)'. (42} 

Let us consider now the corrections to the vertex. 
In each order of perturbation theory t!J.e major role is 
assumed here by the logarithmic corrections and by 
the corrections due to the terms with zero frequencies. 
The former are of the order of (g ln(62/m2)}n, m2 

= max{6.2, T2 }, and the latter (21TTg/6.}n. We shall 
henceforth consider 6. » 21TgT, which coincides with 
the condition (42) and corresponds to smallness of the 
classical fluctuations connected with the terms having 
zero frequencies. As to the logarithmic corrections, 
they will be taken into account, just as at T = 0, in the 
"parquet" approximation. 

We now calculate 6.2(T) with allowance for the loga
rithmic corrections. We note that to this end it is no 
longer possible to use differentiation with respect to T 

using the Ward identity, as was done in the calculation 
of 6.~. The point is that we do not have a boundary con
dition of the type (34} for 6.2(T). We shall therefore use 
another method here. 

We note first that as a result of variation of the self
energy part with respect to the complete Green's func
tion, we obtain the relation 

1 ~ 
lll:(k; T) = --T~ Jr'(k, q; T)IJE'l)(q; T),-q- (43} 

2 ~ (2n)" .. 
where r(k, q; T) differs from the complete vertex part 
r(k, q; T) in that it contains no diagrams that can be cut 
along two lines in such a way that we have on the left 
the momenta k, k and on the right q, q, or vice versa 
(for example, the diagram of Fig. 88 >}. To prove (43} it 
is necessary to vary the diagrams for ~, expressed in 
terms of the complete Green's functions, i.e., in all the 
diagrams for ~ it is necessary to cut up each Green's 
function, denoting each time its momentum and fre
quency by q and wn, and then sum the vertices obtained 
in this manner. 

The vertex r (k, q; T) can be calculated in the "par
quet" approximation. Just as in Item A, in calculating 

8lin [ 12 ] (pp. 224 and 228) there is an error. It is assumed there that 
the complete vertex part enters in ( 43). 
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FIG. 8 FIG. 9 

~e total vertex r we write down the equation for 
r (k, q, T), using the Sudakov method in the summation 
of the diagrams (see Fig. 9). We have 

, 
f(y) =g.- 2a J f'(x,x,x)dx, (44) 

• 
where 

y =In (9' I 11'),' 11' =max (k', q', 6.', T'}, x =In (8' I q.'). 

Using (30), we obtain from (44) 

- i+gy 
f(y) = g.i + 3gy 0 

(45) 

Just as in Sec. 2, we consider first the case when the 
crystal is close to the transition, but remains stable 
down toT= 0. 

We introduce the function 

j(k; 1') = ~ (k; T) - ~ (k; 0), 

we then have from (9) 

M'(T) =/(0; T). 

(46) 

Using (43), we can represent (46) at low temperatures 
in the form 

1 d' 
f(k;T)~ - 2 rEJ (2:))'(k,q;0){2D(q;T)-2D(q;O)} .. 

1 s d'q { ~ 1 \--2 (2n)' T £...l -~ s dz Jf(k,q;O)S'l)(q;O). (47) .. 
In the first term of (47), the main contribution is made 
by the logarithmic region 

q'=ro.' + f3q'~m'= max {6.', T'}. 

The integral with respect to q in the second term 
converges rapidly after summation over wn and integra
tion with respect to z, and therefore the slow function r 
can be taken outside the integral sign. As a result we 
obtain the following equation for f: 

f(f,l)=-aff(S,x)f(x,l)dx+ 1+Ks J (48) 
• 1 + 3g£ ' 

where 

8' 8' 8' 
s=ln-k'' l=ln- x=ln-m2' qz 

and it is assumed that 0 < ~ ~ l, and J is determined by 
formula (13). The integral equation (48) can be reduced 
to a differential equation. Differentiating it twice with 
respect to ~. we obtain 

(1 + 3g6)' a't!!~ l) + 6g(1 + 3g6) a~~· l) + 2g'/(6, l) = o (49) 

with boundary conditions 

I 

f(l, l) =- aJ f(l, x)f(x, l)+ 1 + gl J, 
0 1+3g! 

am. z> I 2gJ 
~a-6- l-• = (1 + 3gW · 

The solution of Eq. (49) with allowance for the boundary 
conditions takes the form 

f(S, l) = ( 1 + 3g£)'1~(1 + 3gl) .,, 0 

It is easy to see that 

/(0; 1') = f(l, l) = /(1 + 3gl)-' . 

Thus, we ultimately obtain91 

M'(T)= 4g s" x'dx 
1 + 3gln(8'/m') 0 }"6.,' + x' 

m''= max {8,', T'}. 

( cth l"~ 
2T 

1)' (50) 

Omitting analogous calculations, we present a for
mula for the temperature dependence of the square of 
the gap in the case of a phase transition in the low
temperature region: 

6.'(T)- 8 "(2) T'- r,• 
- g., 1 + 3g ln(8'/T') ' T, T, < 8 · (51) 

Using (38), we obtain immediately for the static suscep
tibility in this case the formula 

x~~(T) = A~' 1 + 3gln(8'/T') 
8g~(2) T'- To' 

(52) 

In conclusion, I am deeply grateful to L. P. Pitaevski1 
for suggesting the problem and for numerous discussions, 
and also to A. I. Larkin and D. E. Khmel'nitski1 for useful 
discussions. 
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